Robust absolute stability criteria for uncertain Lurie interval time-varying delay systems of neutral type.
This study investigates the delay-dependent robust absolute stability analysis for uncertain Lurie systems with interval time-varying delays of neutral type. First, we divide the whole delay interval into two segmentations with an unequal width and checking the variation of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (LKF) for each subinterval of delay, much less conservative delay-dependent absolute and robust stability criteria are derived. Second, a new delay-dependent robust stability condition for uncertain Lurie neutral systems with interval time-varying delays, which expressed in terms of quadratic forms of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs), and has been derived by constructing the LKF from the delayed decomposition approach (DDA) and integral inequality approach (IIA). Finally, three numerical examples are given to show the effectiveness of the proposed stability criteria.